Solid state physics terminology
• Energy bands instead of atomic energy levels (bands are broadened levels) • Conduction and valence bands, forbidden band (band gap)-> insulators, semiconductors, and metals • Fermi level determining the type of charge carriers in semiconductors: electrons (n-type) or holes (p-type) • Contacts of two semiconductors (p-n junctions) or metal and a semiconductor; built in electric fields • Defects, trapping, recombination, charge carrier collection, devices
Quantized energy states
• The electrons in free atoms can be found in only certain discrete energy states • These states are associated with the orbits or shells of electrons in an atom, e.g., a hydrogen atom
Hydrogen: Rydberg formula for transition energies eV 6 . 13 Example: Sodium band structure
• Sodium has 11 electrons, its outer shell is half full (1 electron in s band)
• It is easy for electrons in the valence band to be excited into empty higher energy states of conduction band • Sodium conducts electricity well since there is no band gap 
The probability that a given available electron energy state will be occupied at a given temperature T
Doping of semiconductors: n-type
• A very small number of atoms of a group V element, e.g., arsenic As, are added to the silicon Si (group IV element) as substitutional atoms • Additional valence electrons are introduced into the material because each As atom has 1 extra valence electron; donor levels are added just below the conduction band • These additional electrons are bound only weakly to their parent impurity atoms -even at very low temperature they can be promoted into the conduction band of the semiconductor
Doping of semiconductors: p-type
• A very small number of atoms of a group III element, e.g., gallium Ga, are added to the silicon Si (group IV element) as substitutional atoms • There will be a deficit in the number of valence electrons in the material • This introduces electron-accepting levels just above the top of the valence band -even at very low temperature they can be promoted into the conduction band of the semiconductor • Laser diodes -same principle, higher forward bias (electrically pumped lasers)
Bands in semiconductors

